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Résumé en
anglais
Ludwig von Mises and Murray Rothbard tended to emphasize the same requirement
for a monopoly price to emerge, as far as the demand schedule for the monopolized
good is concerned, in the long run and in the immediate run. This is problematic
because, as this paper explains, their criterion of a seller or a cartel of sellers facing
an “inelastic demand” above the “competitive price” (Mises) or the “free-market
price” (Rothbard) is only required in the immediate run. This has consequences in
regard to the question of the limits to monopoly pricing. The inelasticity of demand
criterion of both authors left less room for monopoly prices in their theoretical
constructs of a hampered market economy than there really is. If one wants to spare
the bulk of consumers from the effects of factor misallocation, refraining from
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